Abstract-Based on the Propagation-Inside-Layer Expansion (PILE) and Forward-Backward method (FBM), the composite scattering from the target below a dielectric rough soil surface using the extended PILE (EPILE) combined with the Forward-Backward method (FBM) is studied. The accuracy and efficiency of the EPILE + FBM for this specific type of composite scattering is researched by comparing with the method of moments (MOM), the influences of the target size, target depth, target horizontal distance, the rms height, the correlation length, the incident angle and the soil moisture content, etc., to the bistatic scattering coefficient (BSC) are also investigated.
INTRODUCTION
The scattering from random rough surface has been one important research subject over the past several decades as its important applications in many domains, such as electromagnetics, applied optics, remote sensing, oceanography, communications, material science. As a whole, methods in studying the rough surface scattering can be categorized into two kinds: (a) the approximate, analytical methods; (b) the numerical methods. The approximate methods mainly include: the small-perturbation method (SPM) [1] , the Kirchhoff or tangent plane approximation (KA) [2] , the physical optics (PO) method, the two-scale method (TSM) [3] , the phase perturbation method (PPM) [4] , the small-slope approximation (SSA) [5] , etc. The numerical methods mainly include: the method of moments (MOM) [6] , finite difference time domain (FDTD) [7] method, finite element method (FEM) [8] , method of multiple interactions (MOMI), Banded-Matrix-Iterative-Approach/Canonical Grid (BMIA/CAG) [9] , forward-backward method (FBM) [10] , fast multipole method (FMM) [11, 12] , curvilinear coordinate (C) method [13] , etc.
Since the analytical and numerical methods for studying single rough surface scattering have been very abundant, recently, the composite scattering from targets and rough surface has becoming an interest subject gradually, as its important value in many fields, such as target recognition, electronic countermeasure (ECM), ocean remote sensing, communications, etc. For the targets and rough surface composite scattering, considerable contributions have been made and several methods have been presented during these years, such as MOM [14, 15] , parallel MOM [16] , finite-element (FEM) method [17] , finite difference time domain (FDTD) method [18] , hybrid SPM/MOM technique [19] , hybrid KA/MOM technique [20] , hybrid PO/MOM technique [21] , reciprocity theorem [22] , Generalized forward-backward method (GFBM) [23, 24] , Mode-expansion method [25] , fast iterative approach [26] , bidirectional analytic ray tracing method [27] , etc. Although the aforementioned numerical methods are of respective important advantages, but some of them are fast but not exact enough, or some of them are exact but not fast enough, therefore, it should be make sense in contributing efforts to investigate and attempt to improve the efficiency and accuracy of the adoptive scheme.
In 2006, a fast numerical method, Propagation-Inside-Layer Expansion (PILE) was presented by Déchamps et al. [28] . This method is demonstrated of reasonable efficiency and exactness, and it is a method able to handle problems for the configuration with a great number of unknowns. In the beginning, the PILE was devoted to the scattering by layered rough surface [28] , later, the Extended PILE (EPILE) combined with the Forward-Backward method (FBM) to study the scattering by an object above a randomly rough surface was presented by Kubické et al. [29] , which can be abbreviated as the EPILE + FBM. In this paper, we attempt to use these schemes for studying the scattering by a target below a given dielectric rough soil surface, for this specific type of rough surface, more parameters, such as the moisture content of the soil, the temperature of the soil, the volumetric sand content of the soil, and the volumetric clay content of the soil, are included, which should be un-owned by the classical Gaussian spectrum rough surface, etc., then, for this specific composite configuration, efforts are made in modelling, formulating, derivating, numerically investigating in the efficiency, accuracy, and influence of the variational parameters and their corresponding conclusions. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the geometry of the problem is defined. In Section 3, the basic formulas of the composite problem and the scattering coefficient expression are given. In Section 4, the EPILE+FBM derivation for the composite scattering problem is presented. In Section 5, the Relative Residual Error (RRE) and the computational complexity of the scheme are discussed. In Section 6, comparing with the MOM (CGM), numerical results are exhibited and other detailed discussions are given. Finally, concluding remarks are addressed.
GEOMETRY OF THE COMPOSITE PROBLEM
As shown in Fig. 1 , a target (configuration arbitrary) is located below the rough soil surface. The problem is assumed to be twodimensional (variant in the x-z plane). k i represents the propagation vector of the incident wave. θ i is the incident angle. X is the horizontal distance between the center of the target and rough soil surface (z axis). R is the size of the target. D is the vertical depth between the target and rough surface (x axis). Region Ω 0 (ε 0 , µ 0 ) denotes the free space above the rough soil surface and region Ω 1 (ε 1 , µ 1 ) denotes the space below the rough soil surface. The permittivity ε 1 of the soil is determined by the frequency, the rms height δ, the correlation length l, the moisture content, the temperature, the volumetric sand content, the volumetric clay content, etc. [30] . To simplify the computational condition, we assume µ 1 = µ 0 , where µ 0 , µ 1 denotes the relative permeability in the vacuum, in the rough soil, respectively.
The random rough soil surface is generated by the Monte-Carlo spectral method [31] . The exponential spectrum W (
is applied to model the rough soil surface. K i is the space wavenumber [31] . L is the length of the rough soil surface. The m ν , s ν , c ν is the moisture content, the volumetric sand content, and the volumetric clay content of the soil, respectively. Each point of the rough soil surface, of the target will be denoted by the two dimensional position vector r r = x rx + z rẑ , r t = x tx + z tẑ , where x r , x t is the discretized abscissa and z r , z t is the discretized height. The number of samples for the target, for the rough soil surface will be denoted by N t and N r . To avoid edge limitations, the incident field ϕ inc (r) is chosen as the Thorsos' tapered plane wave [32] as follow
in which g is the tapered parameter [32] . The e −iωt time-harmonic convention is assumed and suppressed throughout this paper.
FORMULATION OF THE COMPOSITE PROBLEM
Considering a transverse magnetic (TM) wave ϕ inc (r) impinges on the dielectric rough soil surface, as shown in Fig. 1 . According to the Ewald-Oseen' extinction theorem and the boundary conditions on the rough surface and target [14] , the following integral equations can be obtained
The use of the method of moments (MOM) [14] leads to the following linear systemZ
in whichZ (2N s +N t )×(2N s +N t ) denotes the impedance matrix,
is the induced unknown vector, S (2Ns+Nt) is the incident source item.
The impedance matrix is expressed as
with ρ = ε 1 /ε 0 .Z can be divided into four blocks and expressed as followZ
wherē
corresponds exactly to the impedance matrix of the rough soil surface,Ā t→s
can be interpreted as coupling matrices between the target and the rough soil surface,Ā t
corresponds exactly to the impedance matrix of the target. The unknown vector and the source item are defined as follows
in which the superscript T stands for the transpose operator, and ∂/∂n stands for the normal derivative operator. The elements of the
k 0 = 2π/λ is the wavenumber in the free space, λ the incident wave length, and k 1 = k 0 √ ε 1 the wavenumber in the incident medium Ω 1 . ∆x t and ∆x s are the sampling steps for the target and rough soil surface, the arbitrary two points of the target or the rough soil surface are denoted by r p/q = x p/qx + z p/qẑ and r m/n = x m/nx + z m/nẑ , the z t (x p/q ) and f (x m/n ) are second-order differential of height function of the target, the rough surface, respectively. e = 2.718214,
denotes the zeroth, the first-order Hankel function. In Eqs. (13)- (16) the variables γ n , γ m ,n t , γ p , γ q and R ij are defined as follows
From the Huygens formula [31] , the scattering field in the free space is given by
where
. The expression for the normalized far-field composite bistatic scattering coefficient (BSC) with the Thorsos' tapered plane wave incidence is given as follow
Usually, when the number of sampling for the target, for the rough soil surface increases, the computational cost of solving the matrix equation using the conjugate gradient method (CGM) [33] or biconjugate gradient method (BCGM) or the direct LU inversion becomes prohibitive, in the following section, the efficient numerical method, i.e., the EPILE + FBM is adopted to speed up the scattering calculation.
DERIVATION BY THE EXTENDED PROPAGATION INSIDE LAYER EXPANSION COMBINED WITH FORWARD-BACKWARD METHOD
Déchamps et al. have presented the PILE to investigate the layer rough surface scattering [28] , then, the Extended PILE (EPILE) to research the scattering from a target above the rough surface was presented by Kubické et al. [29] , and we also have attempted to combine the EPILE with generalized FBM for targets above and on the rough surface problem [24] , herein, according to these schemes [24, 28, 29] , the inverse matrix ofZ is partitioned into four blocks as followZ
The total induced unknown vector on the rough soil surface can be expressed as follow
The total induced unknown vector on the target can be expressed as follow
Introducing the characteristic matrix M c(s) on the rough soil surface as follow
Similarly, introducing the characteristic matrix M c(t) on the target as follow
Defining the norm || · || of M c by its spectral radius [28] , and if ||M c || < 1, then, from Eqs. (27) and (29), the total induced vector on the rough surface can be expressed as
From Eqs. (28) and (30), the total induced vector on the target can be expressed as
can be expressed as follows
Each item in expressions above is given below
p denotes the iteration order. In Eqs. (29) and (30) propagates the resulting field on the rough soil surface toward the target(downward coupling),Ā t→s (2Ns)×Nt propagates the resulting field on the target toward the rough soil surface (upward coupling), and so on for the subsequent terms Y (p) s . Usually, at each iteration step, the number N t of samples for the target is less than the number N s of samples for the rough surface, the term (Ā t Nt×Nt ) −1 ς (ς denotes the unknown column vector of length N t ) will be solved by the MOM (CGM/BCGM/LU), while, to decrease the computing cost and speed up the calculation of the term (Ā 
denote the lower triangle part, the diagonal part, and the upper triangle part ofĀ s (2N s ×2N s 
That is
The iterations can be carried out as follows
i is the iteration order. Therefore, for investigating the scattering from the single rough soil surface, the FBM can be adopted; for further investigating the composite scattering from target below the rough soil surface, the EPLIE combined with FBM (i.e., EPILE + FBM) can be applied.
RELATIVE RESIDUAL ERROR AND COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
To validate the accuracy and efficiency of the EPILE + FBM, the Relative Residual Error (RRE) and computational complexity o () are necessarily investigated [34] . The RRE of the scattering coefficient σ obtained by using the EPILE + FBM is defined as the norm of the following form
where σ (MOM(CGM/LU/BCGM)) denotes the BSC calculated by the 
MOM (CGM), or MOM (LU), or MOM (BCGM). The computational complexities per iteration of terms Y
where M iter is the number of iterations in CGM iteration scheme. Therefore, the total complexity is o(
s , where p is the number of iterations in the EPILE scheme, for N s N t , i.e., the number of samples for the rough surface is much more than the target, or the size of the rough surface is far bigger than that of the target, the complexity is about o(p (2N s + (N s ) 2 ) ), p is generally less than 10 and M iter is generally far bigger than 100, so this method is much faster than the direct LU inversion, of order o( (4N s /3) 3 ), and the conjugate gradient scheme, of order o(M iter 12(N s ) 2 ).
NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, on the one hand, comparing with the MOM (CGM), the RRE and the average computational time (CT) of the ordered EPILE + FBM are discussed, the target is a two-dimensional cylinder with infinite length in y-direction; on the other hand, using the ordered PILE+FBM, with changing of target radius, target depth, rms height, correlation length, incident angle, soil moisture content, and target horizontal distance, the bistatic scattering coefficient (BSC) of the cylinder target located below rough soil surface are investigated.
The aforementioned numerical algorithms are tested on the computer with a 2.33 GHz processor (Intel Core 2 Quad Q8200), 4GB Memory, ASUSTeK P5 Mainboard, Microsoft Windows XP operation system, and the Fortran PowerStation compiler. It should be noted that all the curves below are plotted in decible (dB) scale.
The norm ||M c || versus the distance between the surface and the target is plotted in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 2 refers to the case that the length of rough surface is L = 25λ, and Fig. 3 is for L = 100λ. The incident frequency f is 3 GHz. The radius of the cylinder is denoted by R. The number of samples for the rough surface is 256 for L = 25λ, 1024 for L = 100λ. In both figures, it can be found that the norm ||M c || is less than 1, even though the target is close to the rough surface (distance = 0.25λ), and decreases when the distance increases. Comparing the three curves in each figure shows that with the decreasing of radius R of the cylinder, the norm lessens, as the coupling induction between the target and the rough surface reduces. Comparing the corresponding curves for each R (3λ, 6λ, 9λ) in two figures reveals that with the increasing of length L of the rough surface, the norm also becomes less, which is because for a fixed size of the cylinder target, when the size of the rough surface increases, the relative proportion of the target-surface coupling scattering component in the total scattering reduces. Hence, it can be concluded that the norm is mainly influenced by the target-surface coupling scattering. For defining the distance below which the method cannot be used (i.e., ||M c || > 1), some other numerical results are also calculated by us and eventually, found that the lower limit value of the vertical distance between the target and rough surface should be around the value δ + ∆x s (i.e., 0.1λ + 0.1λ = 0.2λ, ∆x s is the sampling step ( 0.1λ, i.e., 25λ/256 or 100λ/1024)). Figure 4 shows the comparison of EPILE + FBM and MOM for BSC of the composite sense versus the scattering angle. The incident frequency f is 3 GHz, i.e., the wavelength λ is 0. clay content c ν is 13.5%. The temperature is 20 • C. The permittivity calculated is ε 1 = (6.91, 0.63) [30] . The number of samples for the cylinder target is 100, for the rough surface is 1024. One MonteCarlo surface realization is averaged. In the EPILE, the number of iterations is 2. In the FBM, the number of iterations is 6. The RRE is 1.36733 × 10 −6 , the CT by the EPILE + FBM is about 37 seconds (s), by the MOM (CGM) is 1 minute (min) 12 s. The curves match with each other. It can be considered that the ordered EPILE + FBM is basically exact and timesaving, compared with the MOM. Fig. 5 is the case that the length of the soil surface increases to 200λ and that the number of samples for it increases to 2048, while other parameters are fixed. The EPILE (2) + FBM (6) scheme is also applied. The CT by EPILE + FBM is 1 min 55 s, by MOM is 5 min 14 s, the RRE is 1.45174 × 10 −5 . Comparing Fig. 5 with Fig. 4 indicates that the bigger the rough soil surface size is, the more evident the advantage of EPILE + FBM in computational time is, while the results are still basically exact. We have also calculated the 2, 3 order EPILE combined with 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 order FBM. RRE and computational time (CT) are listed in Table 1 . Comparison of the data in row suggests that for a given EPILE order, the RRE decreases as the FBM order increases and that the FBM increases one order, the CT increases 2 ∼ 3 seconds. Comparing the data in column shows, for a given FBM order, the RRE decreases slightly as the EPILE order increases, and the EPILE increases one order, the CT increases 2 ∼ 3 seconds. Comparing the data in column also demonstrates that for the same FBM order, the EPILE increases one order, the RRE is almost unchanged, hence, the RRE is mainly determined by the FBM order. The CT of EPILE (2)+FBM (3) almost equals that of the EPILE (3) + FBM (2). Table 1 , it can also be found that the second order EPILE combined with sixth order FBM scheme (EPILE (2) + FBM (6)) is of reasonable accuracy and computational efficiency, hence, subsequently, the influence of parameters-R, D, δ, l, θ i , m ν , and X on the BSC using the EPILE (2) + FBM (6) will be investigated in turn and corresponding conclusions will be obtained. Figure 6 exhibits the BSC versus the scattering angle for a cylinder target located below the exponential spectrum rough soil surface with different cylinder target radius using the EPILE + FBM. N t = 100, N r = 1024, s ν = 51.5% and c ν = 13.5%. These and other parameters are also shown in the figure. The temperature is 20 • C. 50 MonteCarlo surface realizations are averaged. It is shown that with the increasing of the radius of the cylinder, the specular coherent scattering changes slightly, while the incoherent scattering at non-specular region The BSC under different R. The BSC under different D. =0.1λ δ Figure 8 .
The BSC under different δ. The BSC under different l.
increases evidently, especially at the backward scattering direction, as the coupling scattering between the target and the rough surface increases simultaneously. The dependency of the BSC on the depth D of the cylinder is depicted in Fig. 7 . N t = 100 and N r = 1024. The temperature is 20 • C. Other parameters are listed graphically. 50 Monte-Carlo surface realizations are counted. It can be found that with the increasing of depth of cylinder, the specular coherent scattering changes slightly, while the incoherent scattering at non-specular region decreases evidently, especially at the backward direction, owning to the decreasing coupling scattering between the target and rough soil surface.
In Fig. 8 , using the EPILE + FBM, the influence of rms height δ of soil surface on BSC of the composite model is investigated. N t = 100, N r = 1024, s ν = 5.0% and c ν = 47.4%. The temperature is 20 • C. Parameters are also listed in figure (50 surface realizations) . Obviously, with the increasing of rms height δ, the specular coherent scattering decreases, while the incoherent scattering at non-specular direction increases evidently, especially at the backward direction, as the bigger the rms height is, the soil surface is rougher, hence, the coupling scattering between the target and the rough surface are more. Fig. 9 gives the dependence of correlation length l on the BSC using EPILE + FBM for 50 surface realizations. N t = 100, N r = 1024, s ν = 5.0% and c ν = 47.4%. The temperature is 20 • C. Evidently, with the increasing of the correlation length, the specular coherent scattering decreases, but the specular peak becomes wider, the incoherent scattering at non-specular direction decreases, as the bigger the rms height is, the smoother the soil surface is, hence, the less the coupling scattering between the target and rough surface is.
To further explore the important scattering characteristics of the composite model, in Fig. 10 , using the EPILE + FBM, the BSC of averaging 50 soil surfaces is examined for different incident angles 30 • , 45 • , 60 • , respectively. N t = 100, N r = 1024, s ν = 5.0% and c ν = 47.4%. The temperature is 20 • C. It can be observed that with the increasing of the incident angle, the specular coherent scattering decreases, while the width of the specular peak becomes wider. With the changing of the soil moisture m ν , the BSC by the EPILE + FBM for 50 soil surfaces is investigated in Fig. 11 . N t = 100, N r = 1024, s ν = 17.2% and c ν = 19.0%. The temperature is 20 • C. With the increasing of soil moisture content, the real part of the permittivity increases, and visually, the specular coherent scattering increases, the incoherent scattering at non-specular region also changes evidently. The dependency of the BSC (50 surface realizations) on horizontal distance X is also shown in Fig. 12 . N t = 100, N r = 1024, s ν = 17.2% and c ν = 19.0%. The temperature is 20 • . It is indicated that with the increasing X, the scattering curve decreases at non-specular region, The BSC under different m v . especially at backward region, because the intensity of the Thorsos' tapered wave decreases gradually from the center to the edge of the soil surface(as shown in Fig. 1) , hence, the coupling scattering from the cylinder and the rough soil surface is the strongest when the X adjoins the center of the rough soil surface, and decreases gradually when horizontal distance X close to its extremities.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the numerical scheme EPILE + FBM is applied to study the composite scattering from target below the dielectric rough soil surface. This method is based on the rigorous PILE and the Forward-Backward method. Using this scheme, the scattering from the cylinder target below the exponential spectrum rough soil surface is investigated. With the increasing size of soil surface, the EPILE + FBM can reduce the complexity. Generally speaking, within the iteration order ≤ 5, the minimum RRE for the EPILE + FBM is about 10 −6 quantity level, i.e., the basically exact results can be obtained by this method only through a few iterations, while the computing efficiency is improved (more evident when surface size increases), compared with MOM (CGM). If iteration order increases, the RRE will decrease further. When the EPILE order is fixed, the RRE decreases with the increasing of FBM order. When the EPILE order is fixed, if the FBM increases one order, the CT increases 2 ∼ 3 seconds. When the FBM order is fixed, if the EPILE increases one order, the CT increases 2 ∼ 3 seconds. With the increasing of radius of cylinder, the BSC increases at large scattering angle. With the increasing of depth of cylinder, the BSC decreases at large scattering angle. With the increasing of rms height, the BSC decreases at specular direction and increases at large scattering angle. With the increasing of correlation length, the BSC decreases both at specular and nonspecular direction, while the specular peak becomes wider. With the increasing of incident angle, the BSC decreases at specular direction, while the width of specular peak becomes wider. With the increasing of soil moisture content, the real part of permittivity increases and the BSC increases at specular direction. With the increasing horizontal distance of target, the incoherent scattering decreases gradually. The presented scheme is meaningful for the topics related with the composite scattering characteristics extraction, passive remote sensing and electromagnetic inverse scattering problem, most of which are carried out based on the acquisition of plenty of calculated data under multi-parameters in a more efficient extent. Based on this scheme, our future work will focus on the further investigation of the buried object detection [35] and passive remote sensing [36] , owning to their potential application in ground-penetrating radar, military, landmine detection, and environment remote sensing etc.
